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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

In 1963, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled in Gideon v. Wainwright that criminal defendants have a constitutional 

right to counsel, even when they cannot afford one.
1
  

But 50 years later, Gideon’s promise remains unrealized.  

Despite radical changes to our criminal justice system over the last half century, state and federal 

governments have not committed the funding necessary for public defenders to keep pace with the rising 

flood of criminal cases.  

Many public defenders lack the staff, time, training, and resources to investigate each case adequately or 

prepare a robust legal defense. Often, they end up spending only minutes per case due to overwhelming and 

unrealistic caseloads. As a result, they are simply unable to provide clients with their constitutional right to 

counsel, effectively making Gideon an unfunded mandate at a time when public defenders are needed most. 

Today, we live in an era of mass incarceration. The United States leads the world in number of people in 

prison. After 40 years of the War on Drugs and “tough on crime” policies, there are currently 2.3 million 

people behind bars — disproportionately people of color.2 Nearly half the people in state prison are there for 

nonviolent crimes,3 and almost half the people in federal prison are there for drug crimes.4  

According to the American Bar Association (ABA), researchers estimate that anywhere from 60 to 90 percent 

of criminal defendants need publicly-funded attorneys, depending on the jurisdiction.
5
 Yet most public 

defenders are unable to meet this demand due, in part, to the deluge of low-level charges and misdemeanor 

cases. 

To make matters worse, prosecutors often bring charges against defendants that are far higher than warranted 

by the facts of the case,6 and defenders often do not have time or resources to assertively negotiate with 

prosecutors in plea discussions.7 Defendants are then left to accept unfair plea deals rather than risk trials that 

may leave them behind bars for even longer.  

As this broken process repeats itself in case after case, the systemic result is harsher outcomes for defendants 

and more people tangled in our costly criminal justice system. The routine denial of effective legal 

representation for poor defendants, coupled with the over-criminalization of petty offenses, feed our mass 

incarceration problem at great social and economic costs.  

Reports estimate that taxpayers spend $79 billion a year on corrections nationwide, with an average of 

$31,286 per state prisoner.8 Surely, there are better ways to spend this money — on higher education, 

infrastructure, job creation, or targeted crime prevention programs. 

Fortunately, fixes to our criminal defense system are not out of reach. Federal, state, and local governments 

can implement reforms to help reduce unnecessary incarceration and restore the right to counsel for poor 

people.  
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This paper examines how Gideon’s unfunded mandate impacts public defenders and our criminal justice 

system and identifies three common-sense solutions to move the country toward a more functional and fair 

system of public defense: 

1. Determine which petty offenses can be safely reclassified into non-jailable civil infractions, 

 or legalized. Federal and state governments should analyze their criminal statutes and determine 

 which petty offenses can be reclassified or removed without negatively affecting public safety. 

 Reclassification of these offenses would greatly reduce demands on public defenders, law 

 enforcement, prosecutors, courts, jails, and corrections staff and redirect resources toward public 

 safety priorities. 

 

2. Increase funding for public defense from likely and unlikely sources. States should increase 

 funding to public defender offices so that it is proportional to the offices’ caseloads. The federal 

 government should also increase grant funding for state and local public defense, especially by 

 encouraging more funding through the Edward Byrne Memorial Justice Assistance Grant Program  

 (Byrne-JAG), a grant program designed to provide broad federal support to state and local criminal 

 justice systems. Additionally, private law firms can mobilize their pro bono resources by sending a 

 rotation of associates to work in public defender offices. These associates can assist clients while 

 gaining valuable trial and litigation skills.  

 

3. Increase effectiveness of public defense by funding regular trainings for attorneys and 

 adding social workers. States should sponsor rigorous and systematic trainings for public defenders 

 to improve legal representation in the face of high caseloads. States should also fund social workers 

 in public defender offices to help clients reintegrate into their communities so that they do not 

 reoffend. Ending the cycle of recidivism reduces the demands on public defenders and the rest of the 

 criminal justice system.  
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I. GIDEON’S UNFUNDED MANDATE  

Our adversarial system was designed with the belief that truth — guilt or innocence — would be revealed 

after jurors heard evidence at trial, presented by each side, with a judge overseeing the proceedings to ensure 

a fair trial. Interpreting the Constitution’s criminal law-related protections, the Gideon Court sought to make 

trials a balanced fight between the government and an individual: 

From the very beginning, our state and national constitutions and laws have laid great 

emphasis on procedural and substantive safeguards designed to assure fair trials before 

impartial tribunals in which every defendant stands equal before the law. This noble ideal 

cannot be realized if the poor man charged with crime has to face his accusers without a 

lawyer to assist him.
9
 

As a counterweight against the power of the government — represented by the prosecutor — Gideon went on 

to recognize the necessity of a public defender in keeping this fight balanced:  

Even the intelligent and educated layman has small and sometimes no skill in the science of 

law. If charged with crime, he is incapable, generally, of determining for himself whether the 

indictment is good or bad. He is unfamiliar with the rules of evidence… He lacks both the 

skill and knowledge adequately to prepare his defense, even though he have a perfect one. 

He requires the guiding hand of counsel at every step in the proceedings against him. 

Without it, though he be not guilty, he faces the danger of conviction because he does not 

know how to establish his innocence.10 

But our criminal justice system has grown dramatically since 1963 — without the funding necessary for public 

defenders to keep up with growing caseloads and resource demands. In 1963, when Gideon was decided, there 

were approximately 217,000 people in prison.
11

 Today, the incarcerated population has expanded to 

approximately 2.3 million people.12
 The United States has only 5 percent of the world’s population, but 25 

percent of its prison population.13
 One in four American adults now has been convicted of a crime.

14
 We live 

in an era of mass incarceration.  

Most people cycling in and out of the criminal justice system are too poor to afford their own attorney.
15

 The 

court then either provides them with an attorney from a public defense office or pays a private attorney to 

take the specific case. This paper focuses on public defender offices, which regularly face profound 

difficulties in providing effective counsel due to lack of funding, resources, and time.  

Our poorly funded public defense system exacerbates our nation’s mass incarceration problem. Rarely does 

the accused have adequate legal representation. Rarely is their fight balanced. Rarely do public defenders have 

the resources they need to keep Gideon’s promise of providing a constitutional right to effective counsel.  
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According to a BJS survey, 

state prosecutors’ office 

budgets were $5.8 billion, 

while state and local public 

defender office expenditures 

were only $2.3 billion.  

 

 

 

A. Disproportionate Funding Leaves Defenders with Few Resources and Little Time  

A major reason defenders cannot serve their constitutional function is their lack of resources, especially when 

compared to prosecutors.  

In 2007, according to a 49-state survey conducted by the U.S. Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS), state 

prosecutors’ office budgets were $5.8 billion,16 while state and local public defender office expenditures were 

only $2.3 billion.17 According to recent BJS studies, there are about 25,000 attorneys in state prosecutors’ 

offices and 34,000 support staff, compared to 15,000 attorneys and 10,000 support staff in state and local 

public defender offices.18  

Further compounding this disparity in funding, 18 states have either completely or primarily shifted the 

responsibility of funding public defender offices to counties, which have created varied and unpredictable 

funding mechanisms.19 As one of the most troubling examples, Louisiana’s Orleans Public Defender Office 

was forced to lay off one-third of its staff in 2012 because a major funding stream — traffic tickets — dried 

up.20 Defenders in Louisiana are also paid by fees levied on their clients after conviction, setting up a conflict 

of interest where the public defender’s office benefits financially from a client’s guilty plea or conviction.21 At 

least 13 other states have similar fee systems.22 

The federal government offers grants to supplement state and local 

government spending on public defense. One major grant program run by 

the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) is the Edward Byrne Memorial 

Justice Assistance Grant Program (Byrne-JAG). States received $287 

million in grants in 2012 and have discretion to allocate these funds to 

different criminal justice purposes.23 According to the most recent DOJ 

data, more than 60 percent of Byrne-JAG funds go to law enforcement. 

Only a small portion goes toward prosecutors and defenders combined, 

and even then there is a 7 to 1 disparity in favor of prosecutors. In 2010, 

states allocated $13.8 million to prosecutors, but only $1.9 million to public defenders — less than 1 percent 

of the total amount of Byrne-JAG funds.24
 Making matters worse, a federal study found that only half of 

defender offices surveyed were even aware of their eligibility for such grants.
25

  

This patchwork of disparate funding has left most defender offices with insufficient staff and resources to 

appropriately represent clients, resulting in a system that is out of balance. The ABA recommends that 

individual public defenders have a maximum of 150 felony cases or 400 misdemeanor cases per year.26 

However, the average public defender’s caseload exceeds that considerably. For example, in 2008, Miami 

defenders handled approximately 500 felony cases on average.27 Because public defenders have so many cases 

per year, they can spend only minutes on each individual case, compromising the level of defense provided. 

In New Orleans, defenders handled on average 19,000 cases in 2009, which translated into seven minutes per 

case.28 Minnesota defenders reported devoting an average of 12 minutes per case, not including court time, in 

2010.29 With so little time to devote to cases, legal research is compromised, greatly weakening the defender’s 

ability to effectively represent the client. 

Defenders’ overloaded dockets put them and their clients at a distinct disadvantage. With little time, few 

resources, or independent investigators, the defender often must rely on the prosecution to obtain the facts of 

the case through the discovery process, which is slow and incomplete.30 Driven by similar time pressures and 

believing in their case, the prosecution has little incentive to seek out additional witnesses with information 

favorable to the defense.31  
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The focus on nonviolent, 

low-level offenses clogs 

the criminal justice 

system, offers minimal 

public safety benefits, and 

detracts criminal justice 

resources from other 

public safety priorities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Additionally, according to the ABA and the National Legal Aid and Defender Association, public defense 

offices often lack adequate training.32 Most public defense trainings programs do not teach defenders how to 

provide appropriate legal defense in the face of congested caseloads and changing standards.  

Public defenders are also regularly required to play the role of social worker for their clients since they are 

often the only point of contact with government services a client will experience. For example, in 2006, BJS 

reported that 56 percent of state prisoners, 45 percent of federal prisoners, and 64 percent of local jail 

inmates had mental health problems.33 Many clients also have drug addiction issues or are in need of job 

training. According to BJS data, public defender offices do not have adequate social worker staff.34
 With rare 

exceptions, public defender offices do not have adequate resources to identify and respond to clients’ social 

service needs. 

Pulled in different directions with few resources, defenders are unable to provide effective legal defense to 

their clients. The accused do not get the balanced fight promised by the Constitution. Simply put, inadequate 

funding debilitates the defender function.  

B. Petty Offenses Unnecessarily Deplete Defender Resources 

Another impediment to effective public defense is the endless number of 

clients charged with low-level and petty offenses whom public defenders are 

responsible for representing. This is the result of “tough on crime” policies 

that criminalized acts that were previously legal, as well as increasing penalties 

for many offenses.35 According to a report by the National Association of 

Criminal Defense Lawyers, there were 10.5 million misdemeanor 

prosecutions in 2006.36 Again, the vast majority of those accused could not 

afford their own attorney.37  

Currently, nearly half the people in state prison are incarcerated for 

nonviolent crimes.38
 Almost half the people in federal prison are there for 

drug crimes.39
 Only 7.6 percent of federal powder cocaine prosecutions and 1.8 percent of federal crack 

cocaine prosecutions are for high level trafficking.40
 This focus on nonviolent, low-level offenses clogs the 

criminal justice system, offers minimal public safety benefits, and distracts criminal justice resources — 

including public defenders’ time — from other public safety priorities, such as serious or violent crimes.  

Although representing each client charged with a petty offense may not take up much defender time, the large 

volume of such cases uses up valuable defender resources on a systemic level. For as long as the case is 

“open,” public defenders must attend arraignments and other court hearings, file and argue motions, and 

complete other work to resolve these cases.  

As an example, of the 354,797 arraignments in New York City in 2011, the top charges were, in order: 

possession of marijuana, misdemeanor assault, misdemeanor possession of a controlled substance, theft of 

services, petit larceny, driving without a license, trespass, and misdemeanor possession of a weapon. Theft of 

services, commonly charged for jumping over a turnstile, accounted for more than 20,000 arraignments.41 

In New Orleans, municipal offenses such as public drunkenness and obstructing a walkway are some of the 

most common crimes taking up defender time.42 In Miami, defenders report that driving without a license is 

one of the top three misdemeanor offenses they spend their time on.43 Looking beyond purely petty crimes, 

simple possession of drugs may be the most frequent charge that saps public defense and other criminal 

justice resources in jurisdictions as different as New York City,44 Texas,45 and Kentucky.46  
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The deluge of low-level offenses not only takes up defender time, but also the time of prosecutors, courts, 

and police officers and shifts everyone’s attention and resources away from more pressing public safety 

priorities — like dealing with serious or violent crimes.  

C. Without Effective Representation, Defendants Receive Harsher Punishments  

The resource strain on defenders is further compounded by the way in which cases are decided in the modern 

era. The fight between the citizen and the government no longer plays out in a courtroom before a jury of 

one’s peers. As the Supreme Court recently noted, 94 percent of all state convictions and 97 percent of 

federal convictions are secured through guilty pleas, not trials.47  

To manage their large caseloads, defenders as well as prosecutors have strong incentives to plead out cases 

quickly. The sad truth is that the justice system often resembles an assembly line, processing humans as 

quickly and as cheaply as possible. And at every stage, from factual investigations to the rare cases that go to 

trial, prosecutors have numerous advantages. Pleas are usually negotiated without the participation of a judge. 

Prosecutors have near-total discretion in not only what they offer, but also in how long their offer remains 

open to the defendant.48 Prosecutors may use this discretion to pressure defendants into entering plea deals 

quickly.49 One such tool is the “exploding offer,” a plea offer in which charges and their accompanying 

sentence substantially increase after a short deadline.
50

 

Prosecutors also may “overcharge” a defendant, alleging a more serious crime than could be supported by the 

evidence.51 The reason for this is simple: Overcharging supplies the prosecutor with greater leverage in plea 

bargaining. With massive caseloads, public defenders do not have sufficient time to review the evidence, 

conduct an investigation, or interview their clients to assess whether the offer is fair.52
 As a result, they usually 

conclude it is prudent to recommend accepting the plea offer rather than run the risk of more prison time for 

their clients down the line, regardless of what they may believe about the merits of the case or fairness of the 

offer.53
 Further, defenders — along with clients and prosecutors — are often unaware of the full range of 

collateral consequences of a specific guilty plea54 and perceive the bargain to be better than it actually is. For 

example, a misdemeanor plea without any jail sentence may seem like a reasonable outcome if one does not 

realize the plea also comes with a revocation of the defendant’s driver’s license, which means a client can no 

longer drive to work or visit his or her children.  

As documented in study after study,55
 the imbalance in power between prosecution and defense, coupled 

with the over-reliance on plea bargains, can lead even innocent people to take pleas simply because they are 

afraid the prosecutor will follow through with the threat to overcharge them and take them through a lengthy 

and risky trial.56
  

As this broken process repeats itself case after case, the defendant bears the cost in the form of a potentially 

unfair sentence based on a few minutes of discussion between the prosecutor and defender. This dynamic 

further feeds the epidemic of mass incarceration and increases the size of our corrections population. 

D. Mass Incarceration Costs the Country 

Our mass incarceration problem comes at an enormous cost to our nation and our communities, especially 

communities of color. African-Americans and Hispanics, who make up less than 30 percent of the country’s 

population, are nearly 60 percent of the prison population. Whites, with 64 percent of the general population, 

make up approximately 35 percent of the prison population.
57
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Taxpayers spend more than $79 billion annually on corrections, with an average of $31,286 per year to house 

each inmate in state prison.58 In 2010, the Center for Economic and Policy Research (CEPR) extensively 

reviewed incarceration studies and concluded that half of the nonviolent offenders in prison could be released 

with minimal effect on public safety.59 

Some 700,000 prisoners re-enter their communities every year and their conviction records leave them with 

bleak prospects for reintegration into their communities.60 Due to laws regarding the collateral consequences 

of criminal convictions, guilty pleas — even to sentences that do not involve incarceration — create barriers 

to a person’s successful re-entry into society, such as exclusion from some student loan programs,61
 

restrictions on voting rights,62
 and unnecessary limits on employment opportunities. Studies have shown that 

limited employment and educational opportunities contribute to recidivism and more crime, further fueling 

the cycle.63  

The depressed employability of formerly incarcerated people has an effect on the nation’s economy and 

ability to compete globally. In 2010, CEPR estimated that the negative employment prospects of the formerly 

incarcerated lowered the overall employment rate by 0.8 to 0.9 percent and the male employment rate by 1.5 

to 1.7 percent. The study determined that this exclusion of individuals from the workforce costs the U.S. 

economy the equivalent of 1.5 to 1.7 million workers, representing a loss of goods and services that reduced 

the gross domestic product by $57 to $65 billion in 2008.64 A study from Pew Charitable Trusts showed 

similar loss in economic productivity.65
 As employable, potentially tax-paying members of communities are 

incarcerated — or carry the life-long stigma of a criminal conviction — and unable to find work, the country 

suffers the loss of these members and their potential contributions. 

Further, the 2.7 million children who have a parent in prison are at greater risk of psychological problems, 

poor school performance, or ending up behind bars themselves.66 The diversion of fiscal resources to 

incarceration also takes needed dollars away from other priorities, including aid for early childhood and 

higher education, infrastructure investment, health care, and intervention programs that stop crime before it 

starts, such as programs for children at risk for delinquency.67
 

The lack of robust defense for most people in prison simply adds to these costs of the larger broken system. 

It also increases the risk that innocent people will be convicted and diverts resources from public safety 

priorities. It diminishes public confidence in our court system and constitutional protections and undermines 

our standing as a nation committed to human rights.  
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II. RECOMMENDATIONS   

To address these challenges, federal, state, and local governments can implement three common sense 

reforms to move our country toward a more functional system of public defense: 

1. Determine which petty offenses can be safely reclassified into non-jailable civil 

infractions, or legalized.  

Federal and state governments should undertake studies to determine whether certain crimes can be 

reclassified as non-jailable civil infractions or eliminated altogether without negatively impacting public safety. 

Many current criminal statutes were enacted during the “tough on crime” movement and unnecessarily over-

criminalize and over-punish behavior. Reclassifying these petty offenses can reduce demands on not only 

public defenders, but also law enforcement, prosecutors, courts, jails, and corrections staff. It will allow 

redirection of criminal justice resources to public safety priorities.  

For example, in 2004, Massachusetts commissioned a study into its public defense system.68
 In 2009, the state 

took up some of these recommendations and reclassified driving with a suspended license and operating a 

vehicle while uninsured into civil, rather than criminal, infractions.69 The recent federal effort to create the 

National Criminal Justice Commission to conduct a nationwide review of the criminal justice system is an 

even better option.70
 Lawmakers seeking to reduce spending on public defense — and spending on criminal 

justice overall — can start with reclassifying low-level offenses.  

2. Increase funding for public defense from likely and unlikely sources. 

As many of the problems with the public defense system stem from underfunding, adding additional funding 

streams would be an effective change.  

State Funding: States should increase funding to public defender offices to be proportional to the offices’ 

caseloads. For example, New York courts set caseload limits for defenders at 400 misdemeanor or 150 felony 

cases per attorney per year in New York City — the standard advocated by the ABA.
71 In 2009, the state 

legislature then increased public defender funding to achieve these targets.72 Other states should follow New 

York’s example. States could also go a step further by regulating caseloads and appropriating proportional 

funding in the same legislation.  

Federal Funding: The DOJ should encourage increased grant funding for state and local public defense, 

especially through Byrne-JAG. To equalize this funding, the DOJ should require that the state and local 

administering agencies in charge of directing these funds include individuals in the decision-making process 

from different criminal justice backgrounds, including public defense. A more representative body making 

funding decisions will increase the likelihood that more funds will go toward public defense as well as other 

priorities. The DOJ should also collect more detailed information from administering agencies on how the 

dollars are being used to advance stated criminal justice goals. 

The DOJ should also increase efforts to notify public defenders directly of their eligibility for grants. The 

DOJ’s Access to Justice Initiative has already taken important steps, like working with administering agencies 

and defender associations to increase awareness of defender eligibility for these dollars and adding 

information to the DOJ website.73 The DOJ should do more to contact chief public defenders directly and 
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provide them with information on available grants, easy-to-follow instructions on the application processes, 

and contact information for administering agencies.  

Private Resources: Historically, the private bar has done a good deal to support public defense. But it could do 

more, particularly by helping augment public defender offices’ staff. Many law firms in cities such as New 

York and Atlanta send associates to externships in public service organizations, including public defender 

offices.74 Firms across the country should implement similar six-month or one-year externship programs that 

include sending associates to public defender offices. Working under the supervision of senior defenders, 

externs will gain valuable trial and litigation skills not usually available in commercial litigation and fulfill 

required pro bono hours. In turn, public defense offices will receive more integrated and consistent longer-

term assistance. As the legal community faces increased unemployment,75 law firms and law schools could 

also consider providing stipends to fund unemployed, but otherwise qualified, lawyers to serve as additional 

externs in defender offices.  

3. Increase effectiveness of public defense by funding regular trainings for attorneys and 

adding social workers. 

In-Office Training Programs: To meet the challenges of expanding responsibilities, state and federal governments 

should sponsor regular training programs to come to public defender offices. Rigorous and systematic 

trainings can help solve specific issues arising in individual offices and help defenders improve legal 

representation in the face of high caseloads. Trainings can focus on case management, plea negotiation, 

attorney supervision, and federal grant eligibility. Existing models that could be expanded or duplicated 

include Gideon’s Promise, National Criminal Defense College, or New York State Defenders Association’s 

Defender Institute.76 The Brennan Center’s Community-Oriented Defender Network also offers trainings 

focused on providing client-centered legal representation.77 The existing trainings are often too expensive for 

cash-strapped defender offices and are not large or frequent enough to meet the great demand. If states paid 

for these training programs to come to public defender offices, defenders would be better able to access 

them.  

Social Workers: State and federal governments should create and fund more social worker positions in public 

defense offices. Social workers reduce the number of clients who re-enter the criminal justice system by 

directing them to effective assessment and intervention — like mental health services, substance abuse 

counseling, or job training — thereby increasing the chances that people will reintegrate into their 

communities and not reoffend. Ending the cycle of recidivism reduces the resource demands on public 

defenders, as well as on law enforcement, prosecutors, courts, and corrections. Kentucky implemented such a 

program and found that social workers saved the state $3.25 in criminal justice costs for every $1 in social 

worker salaries.78
 Social service workers in Rhode Island saved the state $15 million dollars.79
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III. CONCLUSION 

The 50th anniversary of Gideon v. Wainwright presents an ideal opportunity to reassess this country’s unrealized 

promise to provide counsel to those too poor to afford private representation. A true determination of guilt 

or innocence, or appropriate punishment, is impossible without a robust defense. Until the right to counsel is 

a reality, underfunded public defense services will continue to contribute to the national crisis of mass 

incarceration.  

Implementing the recommendations offered by this paper will begin to reform this system. Determining 

which petty crimes can be safely reclassified or legalized, increasing funding and resources for public defense, 

and increasing the effectiveness of public defense offices are smart, sensible solutions to breathe life into 

Gideon’s noble words.  
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